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Date: 26 May, 2015

CIRCULAR

The construction of new flexible pavements and resurfacing works of flexible pavement bituminous strengthening / wearing courses are laid using items involving mix design for arriving at the quantity of different components. In these job mix designs bitumen content is one of the important component of the mix which varies depending upon the properties of the ingredient.

Keeping in view the bitumen content mentioned in the bituminous items, all unit heads should emphasis to comply with the bitumen content of a particular item by attempting aggregate of different sources subject to fulfillment of specifications / technical parameters of material / mix.

It is further enjoined upon to all unit heads to carry out the job mix design from reputed institutions / labs like labs of Government Engineering Colleges, MNIT and NABL Accredited.

The above instructions be followed strictly to avoid any future complications

(A.K. Agarwal)
General Manager (Civil)
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